(Verification continued from page one.)
For those who use or would like to use the Method for
Object-based Diagnostic Evaluation (MODE) tool in MET, a
new tool (MODE-Time Domain or MTD) that tracks objects
through time has been developed. In the past, many MET
users have performed separate MODE runs at a series of
forecast valid times and analyzed the resulting object attributes, matches and merges as functions of time in an effort to incorporate temporal information in assessments of
forecast quality. MTD was developed as a way to address
this need in a more systematic way. Most of the information obtained from such multiple coordinated MODE runs
can be obtained more simply from MTD. As in MODE, MTD
applies a convolution field and threshold to define the
space-time objects. It also computes the single 3D object
attributes (e.g. centroid, volume, and velocity) and paired
3D object attributes (e.g. centroid distance, volume ratio,
speed difference).
To address the needs of the Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation (GSI) Data Assimilation community tool, the DTC Data
Assimilation Team and MET team worked together to develop a set of tools to read the GSI binary diagnostic files.
The files contain useful information about how a single
observation was used in the analysis by providing details
such as the innovation (O-B), observation values, observation error, adjusted observation error, and quality control
information. When MET reads GSI diagnostic files, the innovation (O-B; generated prior to the first outer loop) or analysis increment (O-A; generated after the final outer loop) is
split into separate values for the observation (OBS) and the
forecast (FCST), where the forecast value corresponds to
the background (O-B) or analysis (O-A). This information is
then written into the MET matched pair format. Traditional
statistics (e.g. Bias, Root Mean Square Error) may then be
calculated using the MET Stat-Analysis tool. Support for ensemble based DA methods is also included. Currently, three
observation types are supported, Conventional, AMSU-A
and AMSU-B.

Enhanced Controls: Working with DTC teams and end
users usually provides plenty of opportunities to identify
optimal ways to enhance existing tools. One example of
this occurred during the METv5.1 release. Finer controls of
thresholding were added to several tools to allow for more
complex definitions of events used in the formulation of
categorical statistics. This option is useful if a user would
like to look at a particular subset of data without computing multi-categorical statistics (e.g. the skill for predicting
precipitation between 25.4 mm and 76.2 mm). The thresholding may also now be applied to the computation of
continuous statistics. This option is useful when assessing
model skill for a sub-set of weather conditions (e.g. during
freezing conditions or cloudy days as indicated by a low
amount of incoming shortwave radiation).
Another example includes combining several tools such as
Gen_Poly_Mask and Gen_Circle_Mask into a more generalized tool Gen_Vx_Mask. The Gen-Vx-Mask tool may be run
to create a bitmap verification masking region to be used
by the MET statistics tools. This tool enables the user to
generate a masking region once for a domain and apply it
to many cases. The ability to compute the union, intersection or symmetric difference of two masks was also added
to Gen_Vx_Mask to provide finer control for a verification
region. Gen_Vx_Mask now supports the following types of
masking definitions:
1. Polyline (poly) masking reads an input ASCII file containing Lat/Lon locations. This option is useful when
defining geographic sub-regions of a domain.
2. Circle (circle) masking reads an input ASCII file containing Lat/Lon locations and for each grid point, computes the minimum great-circle arc distance in kilometers to those points. This option is useful when defining
areas within a certain radius of radar locations.
3. Track (track) masking reads an input ASCII file containing Lat/Lon locations of a “track” and for each grid
point, computes the minimum great-circle arc distance

MET’s Conditional Continuous Verification. Left panel shows the geographic bias of temperature at surface
weather stations in 0.5 degree increments from -4 in purple to +4 in red. The mean bias over entire dataset
is -0.43 K. Right panel shows bias for all stations observed to be greater than 300 K. The mean bias for the
warmer temperatures shows a greater cold bias of -0.87 K.
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tion of the Mean Square Error field was also
included in the continuous statistics computations. These options are particularly
useful to the global NWP community and
were added to address the needs of the
NCEP/EMC Global Climate and Weather
Prediction Branch.
In conclusion, the MET team strives to
provide the NWP community with a stateof-the-art verification package. “State-ofthe-art” means that MET will incorporate
newly developed and advanced verification methodologies, including new methods for diagnostic and spatial verification
but also will utilize and replicate the capabilities of existing systems for verification
of NWP forecasts. We encourage those
in the community to share your requirements, ideas, and algorithms with our
team so that MET may better serve the entire verification community. Please contact
us at met_help@ucar.edu.
By Tara Jensen & John Halley Gotway. 
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Shao, H., J. Derber, X. Huang, M. Hu, K. Newman, D. Stark, M. Lueken,
C. Zhou, L. Nance, Y. Kuo, and B. Brown, 2015: Bridging Research to
Operations Transitions: Status and Plans of Community GSI. Bull.
Amer. Meteor. Soc. doi:10.1175/BAMS-D-13-00245.1, in press. 

4th AMS Symposium on the Joint Center for Satellite Data Assimilation (JCSDA)

SOFTWARE ANNOUNCEMENTS
The DTC announced the release of the Model Evaluation Tools,
METv5.1 verification system, Oct 2015. See related article in this
issue. MET home page is http://www.dtcenter.org/met/users/ Met
questions and inquiries can be sent to met_help@ucar.edu
The community HWRF modeling system was upgraded to version
3.7a on August 31, 2015 and released to the community. 

WORKSHOPS, TUTORIALS, EVENTS dtcenter.org/events
Hurricane WRF USA Tutorial — January 25-27, 2016 NOAA Center
for Weather and Climate Prediction, College Park, MD.
Sea Ice Workshops — February 2-4, 2016 in NCAR Center Green
Campus, Boulder, Colorado. A joint workshop, with the general goal
of advancing forecasting in high latitude regions.
Second Nonhydrostatic Multiscale Model on B-grid — March 2-3,
2016. The NMMB user tutorial will be held at the NOAA Center for
Weather and Climate Prediction in College Park, Maryland. 
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Hui Shao, et al. Supporting and facilitating R2O transitions for satellite data assimilation at the DTC.
23rd Conference on Probability and Statistics in the Atmospheric Sciences
M. Biswas, et al. Benchmarking and Verification of Rapid Intensification/Weakening of Tropical Cyclone Forecasts by HWRF Model.
Randy Bullock, et al. MODE-TD: An Expansion of an Object-based
Spatial Method.
Tara Jensen, et al. Recent Advancements of Verification Capability
for R2O Testing and Evaluation within the Developmental Testbed
Center.
6th Conference on Transition of Research to Operations
Ligia Bernardet, et al. Global Model Test Bed: fostering community
involvement in NOAA’s Next-Generation Global Prediction System.
S. Gopalakrishnan, et al. A Multi-Scale Modeling System for improved hurricane prediction.
Louisa Nance, et al. Developmental Testbed Center: Facilitating R2O
for Numerical Weather Prediction. 

